The evolving technology of computer auto-fabrication ("3-D printing") now makes it possible to produce physical models for complex biological molecules and assemblies. We report on an application that demonstrates the use of auto-fabricated tangible models and augmented reality for research and education in molecular biology, and for enhancing the scientific environment for collaboration and exploration. We have adapted an augmented reality system to allows virtual 3-D representations (generated by the Python Molecular Viewer) to be overlaid onto a tangible molecular model. Users can easily change the overlaid information, switching between different representations of the molecule, displays of molecular properties such as electrostatics, or dynamic information. The physical model provides a powerful, intuitive interface for manipulating the computer models, streamlining the interface between human intent, the physical model, and the computational activity. 
INTRODUCTION
With the prevalence of structural and genomic data, molecular biology has become a human-guided, computer-assisted endeavor. The computer assists the essential human function in two ways: in exploration of scientific data, searching for and testing scientific hypotheses; and in collaboration between two or more scientists, to share knowledge and expertise. As databases grow, as our structure and process models become more complex, and as software methods become more diverse, access and manipulation of digital information is increasingly a critical issue for research in molecular biology.
Currently, exploratory research in structural molecular biology is dominated by 3-D representations via computer graphics. Collaboration, both remote and local, is aided by shared viewing of these interactive visual representations of molecular data. Yet, recent advances in the field of human-computer interfaces have not been applied to the technology used by molecular biologists --most work in biomolecular structure and genomics is performed in front of a workstation using a mouse and keyboard as input devices.
The tactile and kinesthetic senses provide key perceptual cues to our ability to understand 3-D form and to perform physical manipulations, but are currently under-utilized in molecular biology. Early structure research relied heavily on physical models: Pauling used his newly-invented spacefilling models to predict the basic folding units of protein structures [1] and Watson and Crick used brass-wire molecular models to help them determine the structure of DNA [2] , which reconciled decades of genetic data. These researchers "thought with their hands" to produce important scientific results. Current research in molecular biology now focuses on larger assemblies and more complex interactions, for which traditional atomic models are inadequate. Merging physical and virtual objects into an "augmented reality" (AR) environment [3] enables new modes of interaction through the manipulation of tangible models and the complex information they represent [4] .
The evolving technology of computer auto-fabrication ("3D printing") now makes it possible to produce physical models for complex molecular assemblies. In this paper we report on an application that demonstrates the use of auto-fabricated tangible models and AR for research in molecular biology to enhance the scientific environment for collaboration and exploration. The physical models are integrated into an augmented reality environment to streamline the interface between human intent, the physical model, and the computational activity. We have developed an AR system that allows virtual 3-D representations generated by our Python Molecular Viewer (PMV) [5] to be overlaid on an auto-fabricated model of the molecule. The precise registration of the virtual objects with the real world is done using the ARToolKit library developed at the University of Washington [6] . While using the system, users can easily change the representation shown, and, for example, access information about molecular properties of the molecules.
We will first describe how we create 3D tangible models of a molecular structure from a known atomic structure, then explain the integration of ARToolKit in our Python framework, and finally present some examples.
DESIGN OF PHYSICAL MODELS
We use PMV [5] both to create our virtual objects and to design our tangible models, simplifying the integration of the models with the virtual environment. PMV is a modular software framework for designing and specifying a wide range of molecular models, including molecular surfaces, extruded volumes, backbone ribbons, and atomic ball-and-stick representations. It allows the design of models at different levels of abstraction for different needs: using representations that focus on molecular shape when large systems and interactions are presented, and incorporating atomic details when needed to look at function at the atomic level. PMV is built within the interpreted language Python, which serves as a glue layer to interconnect different software components at a high level [7] . We have used Python for a number of years in this capacity because of its many desirable characteristics: it is open source and object oriented, platform independent, extensible and efficient, and has excellent introspection capabilities. PMV includes a generic 3D visualization component (DejaVu), which provides a high level interface to the OpenGL library and its geometry viewing application.
To this, we have added components that provide all manner of molecular modeling and visualization functionality, including MSMS, Maximal Speed Molecular Surface [8] for the calculation of solvent-excluded surfaces, GLE tubing and extrusion library (www.linas.org/gle) for the extrusion of arbitrary 2D shapes along an arbitrary 3D path (as needed for ribbon diagrams), Babel (eyesopen.com/babel.html) for handling molecular files and coordinates, and RAPID Robust and Accurate Polygon Interference Detection System [13] for the fast detection of intersections between polygonal models. New components have also been developed to export the resulting representations from the PMV environment in STL (stereolithography) or VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) format for use in the rapid prototyping machinery.
In collaboration with the University of Utah, we have also developed a parser to transform atomic coordinates into a surface/feature-based representation, for use as an STL representation or as the basis for further analysis for mold making. By placing the biological model in a mechanical design context, a much richer set of modeling additions have been made possible. This conversion software creates appropriate-sized spheres for the atoms in the molecule, merges the atoms into a molecular solid model using Boolean operations, detects hydrogen bonds and prepares pockets for the magnets that simulate the bonds, computes internal smooth tubes representing the backbone, and creates an internal structure, including necessary connecting rods, as needed for hollow models. In addition, for mold-making, the software can fit the atoms to a plane, split the model into halves, and create outer and inner models for injection molding. The ultimate goal of this work is the mass production of selected models.
PRODUCTION OF MODELS
Newly emerging computer-automated layered fabrication machines are revolutionizing the process of fabrication. In layered fabrication (also called "rapid prototyping"), objects are built up as a fused stack of thin layers of material, producing a solid or hollow object of the desire shape. The great advantage of these methods is that nearly any shape can be built-limited only by the imagination and the structural integrity of the building material.
We have utilized two rapid prototyping technologies. In our testing of the methods, we have found that each has definite advantages and disadvantages for the construction of molecular models. The Z-corp process (Zcorp 406 color 3D printer) applies a pigment-binder mixture to powdered gypsum using ink-jet print heads. The parts are finished by infiltrating a strengthening agent into the model after construction. This may be wax or cyanoacrylate glue if rigid models are desired, or an elastomer to produce rubber-like flexible models. The process is relatively fast and the materials are relatively inexpensive. The major advantage is that full-color models may be constructed automatically. The models, however, can be fragile, and a major challenge for our future work is to overcome this fragility.
Stratasys (Stratasys Prodigy Plus) uses a fused deposition method that extrudes a molten ABS plastic filament to form each layer. The process is slower and approximately twice the cost for materials and the models are monochrome. However, they are far more durable, so finer representations, such as ball-and-stick models and pre-assembled mechanical parts, can be routinely created. 
AUGMENTED REALITY INTERFACE
Physical molecular models, while vastly more informative and intuitive than 2D drawing or textual descriptions, are fixed in form and cannot show everything about a structure's properties. We use computer-based spatial tracking and rendering methods to enhance the semantic content of our models and to show dynamic properties. Augmented reality combines real world presence with virtual object presence, giving the illusion of a real interaction by leveraging the natural semantics of physical object manipulation [6, [9] [10] [11] [12] . Our AR interface combines real-world user and physical model presence with computational models and data. The user manipulates a model, and the model is tracked by a video camera and is displayed on the computer screen. A virtual representation (e.g., another 3D rendering of the same molecule, textual labels, or a 3D animation) is superimposed over the video display, and spatially registered with the model as the user explores the structure. The result is a quite compelling sense of virtual object realism. Our approach is based on the widely-used ARToolKit [6] , an open-source software library for developing vision-based AR applications. ARToolKit is a software library that can be used to calculate the real camera position and orientation relative to physical markers in real time, allowing overlay of virtual objects onto the physical markers (see Fig 2) . Some of the features of the library include: use of a single camera for position/orientation tracking, marker tracking code that uses simple black squares and pattern matching software that allows arbitrary patterns to be used, and fast performance for real time AR applications.
We have wrapped the ARToolKit in Python to allow integration with PMV, creating PyARTK, a standalone Python module that provides a framework to manage markers, display composite images from video input, and access to the functionality of the ARToolKit library (Fig 3) . It has been integrated with PMV to streamline both the design and the display of models within the same environment. A geometry manager in PyARTK assigns the geometries, animations and masks to specific AR markers or sets of markers. Changes can be made interactively as the modeling proceeds. Computer graphic objects, camera operations, clipping and lighting controls are provided in the interface, along with the video tracking and composite display. PyARTK tracks the embedded markers and then combines the video display of the model with the molecular graphics created by PMV.
We have also added a basic animation facility to PyARTK, which allows run-time paging through different molecular structure representations while manipulating and examining the model. It was apparent in early tests that masking could be used to enhance the perceptual integration of the physical and virtual objects (Fig 4) . The mask is created directly from the geometry used to build the tangible model. It is used to erase portions of the virtual object that should be occluded by the physical model.
The tangible models are recognized and tracked using square fiducial markers placed on the surface of the model. These markers are used to register the superimposed virtual object with the manipulated real-world object. When designing the model in PMV, we add one or more small square plates to the surface of the model. Once the model is built, the markers are glued onto these plates. The transformation between the marker and the models is saved during the design phase, and later used to specify the correct registration to overlap the 3D virtual object with the tangible model. By using several markers, the AR overlay can be maintained and appropriately occluded while being arbitrarily manipulated and viewed from all angles.
To facilitate this, we have implemented the concept of a group of markers, so that one model can carry several markers that all display the same virtual object but with different orientation depending on the location of the marker on the model.
EXAMPLES
With the easy auto-fabrication of tangible molecular models, we can now test our hypothesis that the perception of the complex shapes and interactions of biological molecules can be enhanced by the manipulation of augmented physical models. Through these following examples we demonstrate how this application can be useful in a collaborative environment and also be a powerful tool for teaching key concepts in molecular biology. . Figure 3 PyARTK GUI is shown integrated with PMV. The ARTViewer is the interface for managing the pattern, GeomMgr provides and interface for setting the geometry to assigned to a pattern, and finally the PyARTK windows provides the composite graphic and video display. 
HIV Protease
In this first example, we integrated the physical protein backbone of HIV protease with computer graphic display of various inhibitor molecules that are effective in the treatment of AIDS. We built a backbone representation of HIV protease (Fig 4) using the Zcorp printer. The geometry is represented by an extruded tube colored by the amino acid sequence along the backbone. To track the model in any position we placed three markers on the model, so that in any orientation, at least one marker is in the field of view of the video camera. We used AR overlay to show the bound conformation of five inhibitors within the active site of the protease (Fig 4) . Each inhibitor is displayed as spacefilling representation and colored by atom type. The user can page through each inhibitor by using the animation player built within PyARTK. Notice in the figure that a mask is superimposed on the physical backbone model, providing correct occlusion of the computer graphic with the video texture.
Superoxide Dismutase (SOD)
This example illustrates the function of superoxide dismutase (SOD), a detoxification enzyme that exhibits a strong electrostatic funneling effect. The user manipulates a tangible model of the SOD molecule built with the Stratasys printer (Fig 5) , and AR enhances the monochrome tangible model with color and shows dynamic properties. The physical model is represented as spherical harmonic surface, which shows the overall shape of the protein but smoothes out the atomic details [15] . When a pattern is detected, the animated electrostatic field vectors show the forces on a negatively-charged oxygen free radical. The volume rendered electrostatic field is displayed around the protein surface. A transfer function widget can interactively control its appearance. In addition, animated arrows are displayed to show the field gradient which depicts the forces that a negatively charged oxygen free radical would feel. With this interface we can also manipulate interactions of two SOD proteins which form a dimeric complex, and thus provide an intuitive way to guide computational exploration.
Ribosome
The ribosome is a complex biomolecular machine composed of two subunits that together build proteins, by aligning tRNA molecules along an mRNA strand. We have created a tangible model of the small subunit (Fig 6) using the Zcorp printer, using a smooth spherical harmonic representation. We augment the model using a virtual representation of the large subunit, to show how the two subunits assemble into the functional complex. We also show an animation of the three positions of tRNA at the translation interface of the ribosome.
EVALUATION
In collaboration with the Human Interfaces Technology Laboratory at the University of Washington, we are currently testing the efficacy of augmented models in a classroom setting, and it usefulness for basic research by structural molecular biologists.
The first pilot test involved Biotech Academy program high school students. The initial lesson was developed around basic protein structure concepts and, the structure and function of hemoglobin. We produced an appropriate set of hemoglobin models and we conducted a weeklong technology assessment. The result suggested that the augmented tangible models were quite engaging and instructive, but we needed to have a more comprehensive lesson plan in order to be most effective.
In our second test, we have created models of the twenty naturally-occurring amino acids, and designed a short lesson to present their structure and function in proteins. A pilot study with students from a college-level biochemistry class is under way. Two students work together on two tasks, guided by a proctor. First, the students examine each amino acid, learning about their structure and chemical properties. In each case, the augmented reality interface helps students identify the side chain and explore different representations. Second, the students explore the context of four functionally-different amino acids within a protein structure. The augmented reality interface displays the local environment of the amino acid in the protein, showing the role of the amino acid in the protein structure and function. Finally, the students are tested for understanding of the relationship between structure and function in the amino acids using a simulated mutation experiment. As time of publication, the results are not yet available. We are also evaluating how augmented tangible models can be productively used in basic research by molecular biologists. We have produced a number of models for colleagues in our institute, and have received uniformly positive comments on the value of this approach for enhanced comprehension and communication of structural characteristics.
CONCLUSIONS
Our current approach to tangible computer interfaces for molecular biology has been prototyped in an inexpensive, portable form, using off-the-shelf components. We routinely demonstrate the technology during presentations, at the podium, projecting the overlapped video and virtual images for the audience to view. This system may be set up in a classroom at reasonable cost. PyARTK enables facile combination of molecular modeling capabilities with input and output in the AR environment. Using PMV along with our system has proven to be a fast and efficient approach to develop and test new ideas. Other interfaces devices such as haptics can be easily added to our existing system by creating appropriate interface modules [14] .
In our future work, we plan to develop a spatially tracked "data probe' designed to enhance interaction between the physical and virtual models. Users will be able to point to different places on the tangible model and get information from the virtual model. We will further develop our abilities to drive computations of molecular interactions using this interface approach. We also plan to develop new methods for markerless spatial tracking, removing the need for fiducial tracking markers. We plan to extend the use and assessment of our augmented tangible model technologies to a wide range of grade level and settings, including K-12, undergraduate, graduate and public science exhibits. Figure 6 Ribosome without (bottom picture) and with AR (top picture). The large subunit is shown with a wire cage, and one tRNA position is shown in red in a spacefilling representation.
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